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Life is the essence
The most important thing seems to be life. Almost every person want’s to live at any costs as
long as possible. People seem to cling to their life especially when life seems to come close
to an end, when serious illnesses or accidents bring the end of life from the far horizon into
the close reality.
Just when people have died, people which they le? behind realize how precious and
valuable life was which expressed itself through the people who
have just passed away.
Therewith life can happen, it is important that the four elements
ﬁre, earth, water and air are working together. In the subject of
sacred geometry there is a symbol which is directly connected with
the four basic principles, the sources of life. It is called „fruit of life“.

The essence or the secret of this symbol lies not in the visible
circles, but in the centre points of these circles and the opportunity
to ﬁnd them by chance in this symbol without the help of a
computer is nearly impossible.

When these 13 centre points are connected with one another, another important symbol,
the so called „cube of metatron“ is coming into existence. This symbol contains in a
construcHve way the space bodies Tetrahedron, Cube, Icosahedron and Octahedron which
are represenHng the qualiHes of ﬁre, earth, water and air.
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When the „cube of metatron“ the connecHon of all elements is appearing life is coming into
existence. How is this possible only with the instruments of sacred geometry?
How can the whole creaHon and life can come into existence out of one point, the source,
unity?
This is possible when consciousness is spreading out in all direcHons. With a growing
distance from the „life-giving“ centre, the oscillaHng raHng of vibraHon is decreasing and at a
several oscillaHng rate energy is not any longer a vibraHng energy but becomes a more
material way of existence. The frequency of its vibraHng rate makes the diﬀerence if we can
feel it, hear it, smell it, see it or touch it. We call these diverse appearances as parts of the
material world. On the construcHon level a material circle is appearing and becomes visible.

Consciousness wants to explore the unexplored space. So it jumps in a new experience to
the most far out point, which is possible and that is the edge of the ﬁrst circle, the horizon of
the ﬁrst experience. By doing this, consciousness can go deeper into the undiscovered
space. The second experience is creaHng a new circle. The centre point is at the edge of the
ﬁrst circle. This means both circles create a cut set (overlap), which both circles have in
common.

With the third experience it is the quesHon to ﬁnd a centre point for
the best start in a new experience to explore as much new space as
possible and explore at the same Hme as much space within the
Circle lines by the common areas which can be seen as everything
which is within the horizon of consciousness but sHll in an unaware
state of mind.

The intersecHons, where the lines of the circles of the ﬁrst two
experiences interlock one another are the most eﬀecHve points for
this goal. This conHnues with new experiences Hll the ﬁrst layer of
circles is ﬁnished.
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This picture oﬀers six centre points for six new experiences, the
second layer of circles. And this oﬀers another 6 centre points for
6 more circles, the third layer of circles.

This paWern reminds a lot of persons, who had been already in contact with the sacred
geometry to the „ﬂower of life“. The so called „ﬂower of life“, which is in the meanHme
quite popular, not only in the spiritual area, is very similar with this structure. To this point it
was not a problem to construct this paWern. But how can we get to the popular paWern of
the „ﬂower of life“ how it is printed nearly everywhere?

This symbol contains three layers of unﬁnished circles (in the
picture in blue colour). To get them into the picture it is needed to
construct new layers of circles.
The following three pictures show us how the structure is developing by
crossing the two big circles around the small ones and compleHng the last three layers of
circles.

The ﬁrst level that goes beyond the border. I have spiritually
received the message that man, who predominantly reveals the
mental level, the mind, stands on this level. This is the image of the
modern, raHonal thinking human.

And when the resulHng gaps are closed again, the next level of
unﬁnished circle segments is created.

And again completed by one round, the last level of the unﬁnished
circle segments ﬁts into the "ﬂower of life“.
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The quesHon is now: How do we come back to the paWern, we
know as „ﬂower of life“?

Well, by deleHng all circle-segments which are located outside the big two Circles. With the
computer this process of deleHng is not a problem.
If the paWern is constructed with the tradiHonal instruments of sacred geometry, circle,
ruler, pencil then it is a huge diﬃculty because in the holy geometry there is not such a
instrument like an eraser, which we need to make the lines outside the big circles disappear.
People, who realized in sacred geometry a system which shows, how the basic principles of
life express themselves in the world, may understand that the eraser in the sacred geometry
and the scalpel or geneHc scissors in biological life are taking over a quite similar role.
Sacred geometry is a system which shows, how the basic principles of life express
themselves in the world. Who can understand this, may feel that the funcHon of the eraser
to make disappear, what was needed for the construcHon and the cu\ng eﬀect of the
scalpel or the use of the geneHc scissors to change the biological or geneHc blueprint can be
seen as the same funcHon in diﬀerent areas. In all three areas, these instruments are used to
correct or change creaHon which life has brought into existence. MulHplicaHon of circles and
the mulHplicaHon of cells are very similar.
A growing number of people consider the changing of the geneHc codes of life as a serious
quesHon, where a decision is not easy to ﬁnd. If the scalpel or the knife would be used with
new born babies or human beings in general to cut oﬀ something of their bodies, which was
created by life, only because of believe systems of the society which say something is not
useful or not wished by the society than at least feeling people would say: there is
something wrong. There are examples for that behavior in the world which are cruel and
rude. The female circumcision of young women in Afrika is such an example. This horrible
treatment and genital muHlaHon is for sure for people, who see in life the highest good,
there is in the world a „no go“.
I see and feel it in the same way when a symbol, which can be only made, by cu\ng oﬀ
parts of it, which were important for its construcHon is pushed to a meaning that it is a sign
for a new world of peace, harmony, spirituality and much more. Mankind is faced now with
a lot of challenges. But where are the soluHons?
Is the soluHon a world, in which mankind is trying to delete everything which seems to be
not useful for socieHes goals. Is the soluHon a world in which people change and play with
the geneHc codes and the blueprint of life? It seems to me that these people have not yet
understood the deep meaning and sense of life and for what reasons the creaHons are made
in the way they are, To change the basis of something, before one has understood why
things are, how they are can be a dangerous game.
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Yes I have a strange feeling, when a symbol stands for the change and the hope to face the
present challenges and this symbol can only be constructed with an eraser or a delete
funcHon, which was never permiWed as a legal tool in sacred geometry.
But a;en<on I say here clearly that the symbol „ﬂower of life“ is one of the most important
symbols for human development and the process with which humankind is faced now.
This important symbol is part of the process but not the end of the process. It makes us
visible that we, as a group of so called developed socieHes are now at a turning point. Is the
material world the most important focus in our minds and do we further-on believe in
material soluHons for our present problems? Or are we ready and open now, a?er all the
pain and suﬀer mankind had to go through in the last thousands and hundreds of years to
be ready for a deep shi?. Are we ready to see life as something it is. Life is living in all living
creatures. Can we realize ourselves as life in the material body, which we are allowed to use
instead of believing, that we are a living body. Are we open that there is only one life in the
whole universe? Can we open ourselves to the point, that life is connecHng all beings and
there is only one life and every living being is one branch of the big tree of life?
Back to sacred geometry: are we prepared to shi? our focus from the body, the product of
the material world, represented as the edge of the circle to the centre point, the centre of
our being, pure life which is living in our center and which is the living force which gives life
to our bodies?
Are we really prepared for this huge step in mankind? This is to my understanding one of the
biggest quesHons of the „ﬂower of life“ to us people now.
Another important informaHon lies in the uncompleted parts of the circles which means
humankind has to develop and to go on in their consciousness and it is no alternaHve to stop
where we are now in general.
As long as people are in the movement of expansion, which means they have their focus on
the outer edge of the circles and believe more circles are beWer than less and all problems
can be solved in adding new circles which can be hold under the own control, as long does
he believe that more is always beWer than less. In this consciousness everybody wants to
have more, own more, use more. This will lead in a system of limited recourses very quick to
dispute, conﬂicts and war in the end.
To keep the mind on the uncompleted circle segments and to shi? the focus from the edge
of the circles to the centre point where the essence of everything, life is located is very
important to reach a consciousness which allows and can bring peace on earth and between
people.
What happens, when the „ﬂower of life“ and all its parts are completed and this structure
which I showed above and the last six gaps are completed with 6 more circles?
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Then we can see the following paWern.

Maybe you can already recognize at this point similariHes with the structure of the „fruit of
life“ with which our criHcal reﬂecHon began.

If we strengthen some circles in an opHcal way, everybody can
realize that the picture of the fruit of life is contained in this
completed version of the „ﬂower of life“.

Before we enter with the „fruit of life“ a complete new experience of being, which means in
diﬀerent aspects a personal enlightenment, I want to point to some more informaHon
systems in this structure.
This basic paWern contains very much points of intersecHon of the circles where two or more
circles cut or touch oneself. These points of intersecHon are for the soul on its way of
development important markers. Each of these points can be connected with other of these
points. By doing this a soul paWern is arising consisHng of connecHons between experiences
which the soul went through. These arising paWerns give a structure to the space which
seemed to be empty before. My spiritual leaders told me to work out pictures where exactly
these connecHons are done. You can ﬁnd these soul structures in the list of pictures a?er
this informaHonal text.
Now we come back to the „Fruit of Life“ with the deﬁned centre points. In the basic
construcHon, which is the result of our consideraHon, the needed centre points for the „fruit
of life“ are now deﬁned and can be used to construct the „fruit of life“.

Now is the system of circles prepared for the „cube of metatron“.
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Circles are standing for the female principle or also the maWer in sacred geometry. Straight
lines are an analogy for the male spiritual principle.
In the wisdom of inauguraHon maWer is connected with the characterisHcs of cooling down,
contracHon and hardening. Spirit is characterized through ﬁre, movement and life.
This situaHon, that both principles are working together can also be seen in a way that the
female principle, the maWer is prepared to receive the spirit, which means life. This situaHon
is also possible to be seen in a way that here spirit is connecHng with maWer or
consciousness realizes that it is actually life, which can express itself only by acHons in the
material body in which it ﬁnd itself. Before this ideaHonal realizaHon the being perceive itself
as a living body which is separated from anything else. Peace is in this state of consciousness
possible but very improbable.
At this posiHon happens a dramaHcally twist in the journey of consciousness through its
ideaHonal realizaHon. In the movement of expansion by the circles, consciousness or the
being perceive itself as a separated being. The being is convinced of the statement: I am part
of crea<on.
When the focus changes from the limiHng circles, the symbol of maWer, to the centres of the
circles, the points through which the circles are connected to the source, the eternal being,
percepHon also changes. In this moment the being realises that it has so far "erroneously"
believed to be a living body and has idenHﬁed itself with it. Now it realises that it was always
life that animated the body in which it is located. The body is used by life, but it does not
belong to it. A spiritually awakened being takes good care of his body because it is his
revelaHon instrument through which the life that is within him can reveal itself to the world,
which it is.
At that point consciousness comes to understanding: I am life. Everybody who comes in his
point of view to that dramaHc change and who can feel it in the depth of his being
experiences a form of enlightenment.
This point at which maWer and spirit as female and male principle unites I have called up Hll
now as „Sacriﬁced Marriage“. The journey of the Soul however is not coming to an end at
this point. In a way there is beginning a new journey. Now the way is no longer leading
outside into the expansion to increase the distance to the source. It is the turn around and
the journey runs in the opposite direcHon. Now it is the way of concentraHon back to the
centre point instead of expansion to the outside.
Now the being passes again experiences and situaHons which it had already passed on its
way out into expansion but now with a completely new way of viewing the world. Instead of
expansion and unlimited propagaHon which disclosures itself most o?en in ﬁghts, combats
and wars now concentraHon and holding focus at the essence is moving into the centre of
consideraHon.
This is leading to peace, because life, the essence is in every living being and through this
ideaHonal realizaHon we all realize: we are all one, one life which disclosures itself in many
diﬀerent forms and many steps.
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This way is the way of salvaHon, the deeper meaning of yoga, the way back to the source Hll
the reuniﬁcaHon with the source. ResurrecHon, inauguraHon and mysHcal marriage are
other terms of this grace of god. Here the spiritualizaHon of maWer, the big challenge in life
of any awakened being is accomplished.
This way of salvaHon out of maWer is used in consideraHon of the third holographic
movement in the symbol in which the „cube of metatron“ spiritualizes by going back in four
steps, analogy of the four faces of god to the centre, the source of everything. With the last
line, which is constructed, the geometric symbol is reconnected with the centre point, the
origin where everything began..

That is the symbol „way of life“.

The way of life and the way of consciousness is ﬁnished in the inauguraHon into the highest
divine frequencies.That is the goal of everybody who wants to go the yoga way Hll the end.
The highest yogis, which have been at any Hme here on earth, are already there. They are
here to help other souls to ﬁnd the way to inauguraHon. But there are not only yogis in
India. There are beings in other parts of the world who go this way and do this important
work. Also the mysHcs in the western world, the saints like Franz von Assisi and many others,
some of the Rosicrucian have been walked this way of inauguraHon in our cultural area. Also
Jesus teached in his way to follow that way to inauguraHon.
And here the journey of consciousness is ending with one of the most important statements
of Jesus; „I am the way, the truth and the life“(John 14:6)
May many people be able to recognize the parallels of sacred geometry and the journey of
the soul through its own evolu<onary history.
What is the „way of life“ in some words?
„It is the symbol for the way, which all of us, any soul which has fallen out of divine unity
has to go. It reminds us always who we actual are, where we come from and to where we
are going. It supports each one to stay on track and encourages any soul to walk this path
free and independent in his very individual and unique way“ (C.A. Mayr).
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In the prints
Weg des Lebens 2, Weg .. 3, Weg…4 the journey of the soul is combined with the structures
of the connecHons of life (Verbindungen des Lebens) which I menHoned in the text. The
results are very powerful and highly energeHc structures.
See and feel the energy in the chapter Energie Drucke /energy prints.
There are much more messages in that symbol. These will follow later on on my
homepage.

www.regenbogenkristallenergie.de

Thank you for your interest for the way of life.
I am life which manifest itself currently through the body of Michael R. Prechtl.

I am the way, the truth and the life.
Amule; in silver and gold to wear every<me with you.
You can ﬁnd more products on my homepage.
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